
Getting to know your system

Many are intimidated at the prospect of using a Linux system to perform day to day tasks
but let’s check to see if you’re already using some form of Linux already.

Do you use any of the following? This is just a snippet and by no means a complete list.

● TomTom GPS
● TiVo DVR
● Raspberry Pi
● BeagleBox
● Lernstift pen
● Boxee box
● Sony SmartWatch
● Samsung Galaxy NX Camera
● Parrot AR.Drone
● NVidia Shield game console
● Roku player
● Google ChromeCast

Android is Linux based and many devices make use of it!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Android_%28operating_system%29_devices

(We were going to include the list in this document but it is way too big.)

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FCategory%3AAndroid_%2528operating_system%2529_devices&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGOvpXihD_ZYUHyleoDM1OKBO0PCQ


Many feel that Linux is really difficult to learn, it’s not at all. It’s just that it’s different to
what you’re accustomed to. In fact, Apple OS users find using Linux much easier as the
interface and architecture are related. Windows users on the other hand often think of
Linux as …

This isn’t at all the case and Linux comes in many different forms - remember our
introduction to Linux? You’re probably using it right without realising it.

In this program, we are going to be focussing on enterprise level Linux systems. Enterprise
in the context of computers, means that your hardware or software is stable enough to



support business critical systems. Afterall, you wouldn’t want to run your company’s
business critical database on any operating system which isn’t deemed stable by other
hardware and software vendors. We call these organizations IHV’s (Independent Hardware
Vendor) and ISV’s (Independent Software Vendor). Think about it this way,  you have a
Chevrolet Spark and a Jeep Grand Cherokee. Which one would you drive?

Well let’s have a look at purpose right now so that we have the right vehicle for the driving
conditions. Let’s say you wanted to take your family of 4 on a road trip? How about popping
into the local Target store by yourself? Perhaps we should even consider which vehicle
one would use to drive to and from work each day. Let’s say you bought the Chevrolet Spark
and immediately took it off roading, which vehicle would you use?



See how important it is to use the correct tool(s) for the job? While Linux is extremely
stable and reliable, we have many different Linux distributions to choose from. For
example, we wouldn’t recommend using a server based Linux distribution for you to use on
your laptop computer. Similarly, why would you use a Linux distribution designed to be used
on a personal computer on your corporate server?

We are using a server side, enterprise level Linux distribution called Scientific Linux.
Typically, this category of servers don’t often have the GUI installed as no one really sits in
front of your corporate mail server in a chilly server room. In this case we’re not going to
jump straight into command based management of Linux systems so we will introduce you
to Scientific Linux via the GUI.



Once you have booted off the disc which we’ve given you, you will see the following screen:

Notice that we have a menu from which you can access your applications. icons on your
desktop similar to Microsoft Windows and even some shortcuts on the bar at the top. Did
you recognize Firefox?

Let’s have a look at addressing a few of the more basic tasks.

If you have experience with Microsoft Windows, then have a look at completing the



following table. If you don’t - have a look at the solutions associated with the following
table.

Task Steps required

Change your desktop wallpaper

Create a folder on your desktop

Reboot your computer

Set a new password

Create a shortcut (to Firefox for example)
on your desktop

Access your hard drive

Delete a file

Installing software

Let’s have a look right now at installing software. On the Microsoft Windows platform, one
would typically acquire the software (by disk or download) and you would generally get a file
called install.exe or setup.exe. Once you run these files, the software is installed for you.

What’s wrong with the above?

Well ...

How can we verify that the software is genuine?

How do I know what files are going to be transferred to my computer before installing?

Should I accidentally delete some critical files , can missing files be easily restored?

This is where Linux systems make things easier for you.

Your Linux system doesn’t use setup.exe or install.exe type files to manage software.
Instead we make use of RPM files. RPM is short for Red Hat Package Management as it was
developed by Red Hat and adopted by many Linux distributions including the distribution
which we’re using right now.



An RPM file contains the files which are to be transferred to your computer and this can be
queried before and after installation. In other words, you can see what files are going to be
installed before you even issue the instruction to install. The RPM file also contains the
instructions as to how to install, reinstall, remove and verify the software. Bundled with all
of this, could be things like configuration files and documentation. So to label a RPM file as
software is rather insulting as it contains so much more. It is for this reason that we call
them packages instead.

So where does one get these RPM packages from? You could freely download many RPM
packages off independent websites but what guarantees do you get? Well none at all - and
that is exactly how it is on the Microsoft Windows platform.

A collection of RPM files is called a repository. Repositories can be:

● A directory on your computer
● A directory on another computer shared with you using HTTP or FTP
● A directory on another computer shared with you using NFS or Windows Sharing

You do however, get trusted and untrusted repositories. A trusted repository is one where
you know who the vendor is and trust that the software being provided by them is free of
malware.

Trusted vendors who provide repositories include:
● Dell - http://linux.dell.com/wiki/index.php/Repository
● Google - http://www.google.com/linuxrepositories/
● HP - http://downloads.linux.hp.com/
● NVidia - http://www.nvidia.com/object/linux_amd64_display_archive.html
● Intel - https://01.org/community?qt-projects_aggregated_links=2
● Oracle - http://public-yum.oracle.com/

One thing that each of the above mentioned repositories have in common is that the
vendors have digitally signed their RPM packages. This means that you have the ability to
verify the legitimacy of the files. In other words, if the files do have have this digital
signature, then you should not explicitly trust that the software was last modified by the
vendor. How vendors do this is by creating a public and private key pair. The private key
remains private and is held only by the vendor and the public key, as the name suggests, is
publicly available. You’re able to download the public from the vendor and verify that the
software has not been tampered with since the vendor has published it. If your repository
has been setup the standard way then this process is automated and your system will not
allow the installation of software which has not been digitally signed by actual vendor of
the software.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nvidia.com%2Fobject%2Flinux_amd64_display_archive.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEyMJQQHd_ssxS61-uI0Pry3l6RNw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fpublic-yum.oracle.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHcF4eKa0Ypxbl0th4Eiw_XOlktkg


Think about it this way:

Evil Eric wants to spy on others and creates a little program to collect emails, usernames
and passwords of his victims. He then takes genuine software from a trusted vendor likes
Intel and embeds his malicious software into it. He then takes the Intel software which has
the malware and makes it available on his web server.

Because he modified the software after it was digitally signed by the vendor, the software
no longer has the digital signature attached to it which means that when you try to install
this software, your system will refuse the transaction.

If we didn’t have this process in place then your system would blindly accept that the
software is genuine and has not being tampered with since leaving the vendor.

Activity

Your task is to install Thunderbird. Explore your system and find where you would go to
install it.


